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Summary: 

Examinations on December 14, 1987.  

Two Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) and two Reactor Operator (RO) candidates 
were administered written re-examinations. All candidates passed.  

Four of the 19 (21%) changes made to the answer key were a result of inadequate 
or incomplete reference material provided for exam generation.  
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REPORT DETAILS 

1. Facility Employees Contacted: 

R. Swiegert, Operations Superintendent 
D. Tidwell, Lead Instructor 

*Attended Exit Meeting 

2. Examiners: 

M. King, INEL 
R. Picker, INEL 

*W. Dean 

*Chief Examiner 

3. Examination Review Meeting 

At the conclusion of the written examinations, the examiners provided 
Mr. Tidwell with a copy of the written examination and answer key for 
review. The NRC resolutions to facility comments are listed below.  

a. RO Exam (appropriate SRO questions are in parentheses) 

(1) Question 1.18: Comment accepted. Recommended answer will 
also be accepted.  

(2) Question 1.20: Comment accepted. Answer key will be 
modified as recommended.  

(3) Question 1.21: Comment noted. Answer key will be expanded 
to accept decay characteristics of Xenon and 
Samarium.  

(4) Question 1.23: Comment noted. Recommended modification 
will be included, but is not cogent to the 
desired answer.  

(5) Question 2.03(b): Comment noted. As no recommended action 
was provided, facility comment will be 
utilized to improve question clarity. This 
information should be emphasized in the 
training material.  

(6) Question 2.05(b&d): Comment accepted. The recommended pair of 
(6.05(b&d)) answers will also be accepted, based on 

additional information provided.
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(7) Question 2.08: Comment noted. Due to some confusion aver 
what the initiating conditions were, answers 
will be evaluated based on assumptions 
stated by the candidates.  

(8) Question 2.13: Comment accepted. Answer key modified as 
recou ended.  

(9) Question 2.14: Comment accepted. Recommended answer 
(6.18) will also be accepted.  

(10) Question 2.19: Comment accepted. Due to confusion over 
the phrase "alternate source," the 
recommiended answer also be accepted.  

(11) Question 2.21: Comment accepted. Answer key modified as 
recommnended. It is noted that the 
erroneous training material has been 
corrected.  

(12) Question 3.13: Comment noted. The answer key has 
(6.13) been clarified as recommnended.  

(13) Question 3.14: Comment accepted. Recommended answers will 
also be accepted.  

(14) Question 3.19: Comment accepted. Answer key will be 
modified as recommended based on additional 
material provided.  

(15) Question 3.22: Comment accepted. Answer key modified as 
recommended.  

(16) Question 3.24: Comment accepted. Additional recommended 
answer will also be accepted.  

(17) Question 4.17(a): Comment not accepted. The EFW flow can only 
(7.19(a)) be directed through two headers, of which 

one is the "NORMAL" path and the other is an 
"EMERGENCY" path as stated in the question.  
OP/l/A/1106/06, refers to the desired lineup 
as the "EMERGENCY" EFW lineup. No change to 
answer key.  

(18) Question 4.17(b): Comment accepted. Due to lack of 
(7.19(b)) specificity in the initial conditions, the 

recommended answer will also be accepted.  

(19) Question 4.18(a): Comment accepted. Answer key 
(8.16(a)) modified as recommended.
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(20) Question 4.18(b ): Comment noted. The method of documentation, 
(8.16(b)) including requisite initials or signature, 

must be included to achieve full credit. SRO 
involvement in the documentation process 
will be accepted..  

(21) Question 4.19: Comment not accepted. The question 
explicitly stated when a calorimetric was to 
be done "before" a planned power change. No 
change to answer key.  

b. SRO Exam 

(1) Question 5.15: Comment accepted. Question deleted.  

(2) Question 5.17: Comment accepted. Recommended answer will also 
be accepted.  

(3) Question 5.24: Comment not accepted. The question expressly 
stated that the effect of fission products and 
cladding changes should be neglected. No change 
to answer key.  

(4) Question 6.07: Comment accepted. Due to the lack of question 
clarity recommended answer will also be 
accepted.  

(5) Question 6.12: Comment accepted. Due to the lack of question 
specificity, additional recommended answers 
will also be accepted.  

(6) Question 6.20(a): Comment not accepted. Recomended answer 
is not specific enough to demonstrate the 
knowledge required. No change to answer 
key.  

(7) Question 6.20(b): Comment accepted. Recommended answer will 
also be accepted.  

(8) Question 6.21(a): Comment noted. Since both EFW valves were 
listed in the question, the answer key will 
be modified to require starting of "both" 
MDEFW pumps.  

(9) Question 7.08: Comment accepted. Recommended answer will 
also be accepted.  

(10) Question 7.16: Comment accepted. Due to vagueness of the 
question, the additional recommended 
answers will also be accepted.
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(11) Question 7.18: Comment noted. Due to the vagueness of the 
question, actions comensurate with a warning 
alarm on RIA-40 will also be accepted.  

(12) Question 7.20(a): Comment accepted. Since a copy of the most 
recent revision of the procedure was not 
provided to the candidates, the "where" 
portion of the question will be deleted.  

(13) Question 8.07: Comment accepted. Both "a" and "c" will be 
accepted for full credit.  

(14) Question 8.11: Comment accepted. Due to the question's 
lack of specificity, additional recommended 
answer will also be accepted.  

(15) Question 8.13(b): Comment noted. Recomaended modification 
will be made to answer key.  

(16) Question 8.15: Comment accepted. Question deleted based 
on revised material provided by the 

* facility.  

(17) Question 8.18(b): Comment accepted. Question deleted.  

(18) Question 8.19: Comment accepted. Reco ended answers will 
be added to the answer key and required for 
full credit.  

(19) Question 8.21(b): Comment noted. Due to the vagueness of the 
question, additional responses in addition 
to those in the answer key will not be 
penalized.  

(20) Question 8.25: Comment noted. The candidates were given 
the incorrect version of Technical 
Specifications on the examination.  
Question will be deleted.  

4. Exit Meeting 

No exit meeting was held, since there was only a written examination 
administered in the Region al offices.  

totoei0h nwe e ilntb



S. NUCL..AR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
SENIOR REACTOR OP=ERATOR LICENSE EXAMIlNATION 

FACILITY: OCONEE I.  

REACTOR TYPE: PRB: Wi .  

DATE ADMINSTERED: 

EXAMINER: IKEe 

CANDIDATE 

AINITRUCIONS TO ABNDATE: 

.se separate paper for the answers. Write answers an .ne side only.  

Staple question sheet on top of the answer sheets. Points for each 

question are indicated in parenth. ses after the question. The pasing 

grade requires at least 70% in each category and a final grade of at 

least 80%. i::aminat:ion papers wil l b:e pck :ec up six : hours after 

the examination starts.  

D OF 

CATEGORY TO OF CANDIDATE 'S CATEGORY 

:11 - A 5 1_ __- --- -- ----__ -_ 5. THEORY OF NUL. A RD.. PLi=..ANT 
TC'TgL Y...i..iLJ.. i"..L iA1i~D Y .L ..! ...  

it *. - - *

-----------1 3. ADMINISTRATIVE uROCEDURES, 
CONDITIONiS, AND LIMITATIONS3 

113.0 XTotals 
Final Grace 

All work: done on this examinatio:n is my own., I have neither given 

nor received aid.  

P~-----------



NRC. RULESAND GUIDELINES FOR L.ICEN:E::: EXAMINATIN

Dur the administration of this examination the following rules apply .  

1. ating on the examination means an automatic denial of you..tr appilcatic.n 

and could result in more severe penalties.  

2. Restroom trips are to be limitEd and only <ne ciandidate at a time may 

leave. You must avoid all contacts with anyone outside the examinatio:n 

room to avoid even the appearance or possibility C+ cheating.  

S Use blac i. -: or dark pencil only to facilitate lecgible reproduct:i :ons.  

4. Print you.r name in the blank p::rovided on the cover sheet of the 

exa~minat.10n., 

::. Fil.l in the clate on the cover sheet of the examination (if nec::essary).  

6. Use only the paper provided f or answers.  

7. Print your name in the upper right-hand corner of the first page o4 M0 

section of the answer sheet.  

S. Consecutively number each answer sheet, write "End of Catgory _," as 

appropr i ate, start each category on a new page, write only on one side 

of the paper, and write "Last Page" on the last answer sheet.  

9. mbereach answer as to category and number, for example, 1.4, 6--Z.  

10. =:ip at leaset three lines between each answer.  

11 Separate answer sheets from pad and place finished answer sheets fc 

d o-,!n c:n your ae-: br tabl , 

12.. Use abb~revi1ations only ifr they are commonly used in faci..ity literati.ires 

13. The point valu..e 4or each question is indicated in parentheses af ter the 

questio:n and can be used as. a guide for the depth of answer requ..ired.  

14. Show all calculations, methods, or assumptions used to o:btain an anSWer 

to mathematical problems Whether indicated in the question or no:::.  

15. Partial credit may be given., Theref ore, ANSW,\ER TALL PARTE OF THELi 

QU*ESQTION A-w.. D..O NOT L.EAVE ANY ANSWER BLANK.  

Id::. if parts of the e:x-amination are not clear as to intent, aSk: QueStionS o 

the examiner only., 

17. You must sign the Statement on'the cover sheet that indicateS ha::th 
wsork is your own and you have no::t received or b::een .:given assistince in 

completing the ex:amination.. This must b::e QWon af ter theeamnio.M:\ 

#"^encompleted.



18. When you complete youu..r examination, you shall: 

Assemble your examination as follows.  

(1) Exam ques tions on top.  

(2) Exam aids - figures, tables, etc.  

(C) Answer pages including figures which are part o the answer.  

b. Turn in your copy of the examination and all pages used to answer 
the examination questions.  

C. Turn in all scrap paper and the balance of the paper that you did 

not use for answering the questions.  

d. Leave the examination area, asdefined by the examiner. it after 

leaving, you are found in this area while the examination is still 
in progress, your license may be denied or revoked.



. THERYDi NUCLEAR O-ER PL..4Ty OPERATION, c ,4 

FiLUI.: I 1D ND THERMOJDYN(ICS 

LUEST ION,1 5.01 51EC 

WHICH of the fo:llowing is NOT a basis for the Minimum Temperature for 

Criticality LCO? 

a. The moderator temperature coefficient is within its analyzed 
temperature range.  

b. The reactor boron concentration is at the critical concentration 
with a negative MT.  

c. The pressurizer is capable of being in an operable Status With 

steam bubble.  

d. The reactor pressure vessel is above its minimum RTndt temperatUre..  

± LJTID 5 .2 I (100) 

.-- , a r- 4-- pc- gg*a .ci. . -.. *- -. .  

ude... : 1 c.. . .: ( .v a m .a o r I &..c 0 O 1 r a a 

*or WHAT thermodynamic reason should a nitrogen bubble NOTF be main-
ained in the pressurizer during power operation? 

Which of the following StatementS is CORRECT

During . reaCtOr Start-Up Power is being raised above the point Mo 

adding heat (llP-OUAH. . Assume a linear reactor power increase to 

about 3% power .  

. .. Since header preSSUre is 5 psig, TaVe Will rot rise a::O e the 

corresponding saturation te=mperati..:re a! 532 degF.  

b. Since the DTSGs are low leVel limited and heaCer prMEa..re is being 
maintained at 2h5 psicg, Tave will rise and the steam temparature wi.llt 

tend to follow Th;, 

C:. With the header pressure being maintained at 85 ;::i:, the TSGE will 

remain at Saturated conditions and n:: EU::::erheat Will be addc.. 

Since the T s are low level limited, t02 St:: eam is s..:::erheat a:-

zerO power conditions and the i-uper/Deat rises pro::o:rtionally witM oe



O. R OF NULER PO5Fi.1- PLAN ION e 

W us -Ius . . . - i ... . OO ) , 

S 5. Z'1:1 (I. f:)()( 

The reactor is at 70% power with the ICS in fu11 auto. Power .level 3.s 
increased to 80%. CHOOSE the statement that .BEST describes what happens to 
the shutdown margin. ASSUME sufficient rod worth to accommodate the 
power change, and no boron changes. .  

a. immediately following the power increaSe the shutdown margin will have 
increased, approx:i mately five hou..irs after the transient, sh.i.t down 
margin will be at its highest value and will start- decreasing.  

:. Power level has no effect on shutdown margin., 

C. immediately following the power increase the shu..tdown margin will be 

unchang2d, it will then decrease ior ap.roximately the first five 

hours following the transient, then =tart increasing.  

d. immediately following the power increase the shutdown margin will be 

unchanged, it will then increase for approximately the first five 

hours following the transient, then start decreasing.  
L'_ EZ S Ti N k: 

Whi ch of the f ol lowi1ng statements is CORRE77 

The reactor is critical at 10E- amps and control rods are inserte by 
1% rod index.  

a. power wi11 decrease to 10E--3 amps 

b,. P=ower will decrease to the subcritical mu..til3ication level 

corresponding to the amount Of negatiVe reaCtIvity inErted 

c. Power will decrease until the fuel tam:p Coe ficient :DoppIer.  

cou..nters the rod insertion.  

d. Tave will decrease, adding positiVe reactivity :reventin 

any Power cnange.  

* 5 - EN NEXT F iri. .



: .HEORY FNUERPORPLNOPRTN 'Pacge 
* .. UIDg~r.NDrTHERMODYNAMICS ~ 

Which of the following statements is ...,RRECT? 

The reactor is at 100% power with the Rod Control in manual and 
control rods are inserted by 1% Rod Index.  

a. Reactor power will decrease and level off at a new cr iti cal 
power evel, with the am..nt of the decrease bei.ng determined 

by the power efit.  

:. Reactor power will continue to decrease until c:ontrol rods 

are withdrawn ir rod inde.:: 

c. Reactor power will dec:::rease and level of at a new critical 

power level, with the amoSnt of the decrease being determine: 
V the Xenon cO'To ficnt..  

. -Reactor power will decrease and leve.. of A-at a new cr.i.cal..  

power level. with the amount of the decrease being determined O by the Tave decrease (alpha T).  

-- CI ~:c Th:e reactor trips from full po::wer, equ..ilibriu~m xenon conditio::ns. Six ht.r 

later the reactor is brao..ght critical at 10-8 amps on the intermediate,.  

range.. if power level is maintained at 10-B amps whico of the fo11owing 
statements is CORRCT concerning control rod motion''..?: 

a. Rods will approximately remain as is since the xenon 
concentration is independent of time.  

b. Rc::d wi1 illhave to be withdrawn since :xnon wi1l 
follow its normal build-in rate.  

C., Rods will heave to be rapidly inserted Since the C::ritical 

reactor Will caU:e a high rate of :enan ournout..  

d. RosWill have to be inserted due to xenon decay.  

0 
C T S R 5,. ECAIAE ON NEX ..



F~L ILND THERMDY7NAMPag 7 

Delayed neutrons play a major role in the operati:n of the reaCtor because 

th V ...  

a. Are born much later than prompt neutrons and therefore 
effectively lengthen the average neutron generation time.  

b. Are born at lower energy l2eeS and are therefore more apt 

to Cause fission ass Compared to being absorbed by a poison.  

C. Provide1 appro::<--imately 7U/% af the fiss.ion neutron.u .:nventor.wy 

and have a higher importance factor associated with them as 

comp:ared: to prompt neutrons.  

W. Are considered epithermal neutrons and therefore have a 

smaller probability of leakage than the fast and thermal 

DBU..OS 

C. I1 '5.0 (1.00) 

h i ch one of the following is TRUE regarding OT S outlet presr..r.e 

i. e., the actual pressure of the steam just as it leaves the OTSM''G) 

a. OTSG outlet pressure decreases with increasing :ower 

because of the increasing effect of aspirating steam 

b::. OT outlet pressure increases with increasing power to 

OVerCome head loss in the main steam piping 

C. ....... otlet Pressure decre.aises with increasing power 

because of the decrease in length of the superheat 

r acgi n 

d. OTIG ou..itlet pressure does not vary with power oeCaUse 

turbine header pressure is maintained constant 

( CATEGORY .5 COWTINUED ON NEXT PAGE



OL O UE 3 i 5. i (_1 1 *~~ 

inilcat.ve how~ na~tural~ c ircla.tio w ill be afcted byecho the? foloin 

s:itu~atioCns. C ons: ider each one separately and answ.~er ±NC.- .1-:DL . D[ECREASEi , 
NO EFFECT.

a. Redct..ion of turbine bypass val ve setpo nt 

b. Reuto of fedwte temeratur Oe O iict nc 

o. inres inrrpt: oCS opressureoiioo 

QUESTION .111.0 

a. Decreasing. OTSGr tmpratre iC equalarin toLL OS rmr 

dt i c esing. :..1



*J CE ~ r:wIi ~ ~ F f .. A CV 

U v 1 i ~ ?(s~n oEFC.t;ata n 

c~- wci .1. adI c- .1 f.e-, CY C EC 

CDI C E F- Ei S- S Lt rll -P.a raaaa 'C'ir4i rp F l t Ij C i t!" aaa wAn t- a F-" U 

Pr1 Sci U e. wha FU UUvs V~a U ii * U 

r- a r- i n t at C ai L*j

d a s e Jcaa but 0,~ WII-41L . t -- aciaaaaai 

IJ f S SU a pe a aS C"'S ' ur-jI Ulr

L 1ll 1 Y. C. i~ c r ER - i t ea r p c J . J C ropa: iAa f 1 1

4- uo c.a* .~± 'L. w'n E~. E al 15 2CL .. a.. . .  

1 l'l5~ J- -lA r t. a 

I C...  

4- i,~



jIHEORY OF: NUCLEAR POWER PLANT jPERTION Page 10 

.-UEST l.5 14 1.00 

A general rule is often stated "doubling the count rate halves the margin 

to criticality". This is mathematically stated by the equation; 

/C1 R2 = (I-Kef +2) / (1-:e44 i).  

Which one of the following statements :s C.uRRECT concerning et above 
statement and equation? 

a. A second doubling of the count rate will result in the reactor 
becoming critical or superc::ritical.  

b. The equation only approximates the instantaneous change in count rate 

once the equilibrium value is reached, the count rate will oe higher.  

C. Equal changes in Keff result in equal changes in subcritical 
multiplicati.on Ievel.  

d. Both KeI and i.f-2 have to be less than .0.  

* The~L statement is approximately correct but CRI ar:: CR2 are inverted.  

- -- * A ,, -4 

Question/answer/ref erence deleted from exam.



HEY NUCLEAR i=OWER P-LArNT OPERATION P L1 
.. i...l- -. .D T E M D YN MICS 

a. NAME the region that provides the greatest heat flux: in the DTSL 

b. NAME the region that e:pands the least amount due to a power level 

increase in the OTEG.  

QUESTION 5 17 (1.00) 

STATE TWO reasons that Emergency Feedwater can have a larger cooling 

effect on the RCS than Main Feedwater, assuming the same secondary flow 
rate and norma 1 primary fl o 0w rat e.  

QUESTION 5. 18 <1 0 

ien.n oscilations can occur in essentiall..y three Planes. LI:: and 

El.NE the three p.aneS.  

~~~. ........ . . .2. ...... U 

PROVIDE the TWO reasons as listed in Technica.. Sp::.ecifications why h 

Maxi1mum L.inear Heat Rate is limited.  

-m.. . ..-. .U 

.:uring o:::eration at 25% power with three Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCF 0-i, 

operation, the fourth RCP (loo::p A) is started. Assuming th-e ICS is in 

automatic, HOW will the FINAL. value of the parameters Sted :alow 

change as compared to the INITIAL values? 

<. Feed flo~w (each CYTSG) 

b. OTS5 level (each 0TSG)410 

4111 RCS del ta Tc 
10.5) 

cos:--4CATEGORY 5 CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE is+



5. THPYO ULA OE LATOEAIN =acge 12 
'R L ..U): ,ANID) TH--ERMODYNAMICS 

QUESTION 5. 21 (3.00) 

HUW and Wl-HY would the actual critical rod position vary from the 

estimated critical rod position (ECK-) for each of the following 

situations. The reactor had operated at loo% for three months..  

Consider each Case Separately.  

a. 100 hours is used in the ECP instead of the actual i. hours,, 

b. The actual boron concentration is 100 ppm lower than thit used for 

the ECP.  

O. EFPD 5 usec in the ECP instead c4 the actual 200 EFPD.  

WHAT c:anges have been made to the Axial Power Shaping Rods (A... ER.) n.  

all t units from previous Cycles and -O. nas this change improved 

S PR's capability to c:ontrol a:ial flux imbalances? 

UtST U ........ ..... ).. ~.: .. ~ .  

The preSSUrier POR is leaking by du- ing operation at E5% power.  

Assuming a Quench Tank pressure of 2C. psia and saturation conditio:ns in 

the P:reassu.rizer corresponding to 2240i psia, WHAT is the quality of: 

steam downstream of the PO RV7 Show al l cal cul ati ons;.  

*,:* ........ /.. ..J -t.<i nn.i v - ....Jc: .i...rotI O;1 ,t oc-.Ou -;-, 

EXPL.AI the effect on Moderator Temperature Ceficient 4MTC) and Fuiel 

Temperature Coefficient (FTC) as the core ages (fuel depletion) .  

indicate whether they become MORE OR LESS NEGATIVE ant kne reason faor 

the zhange. Disregard fission prodi..jcts ano cladding ae:.s 

* f 

CATEGORY ON NEXTis -I .
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slightl y towa~rd the~i bottom of the~ cocre. DIisregard Xenon cer ±c:.,



6. -.. N YTM E Il._CNRL AD IS1.JETTO Page 14 
I-. I 

c-w e,_ "110N 6.01 (1.00) 

Which one of the following statements is correct? 

As a result of a loss of instrument air ....  

a. Ma:eup i1 lost, RCP seal injection increases.  

b. Makeup increases, RCP seal in ection increases 

c. Makeup is lost, RCP seal injection is lost 

d. Makeup increases, RCP seal injection is ls t: 

QUESTION 6.02 (1.00) 

WHY is improper venting a potentially damaging situation for a conzrol 

rod drive mechanism-.  

St. Loss of the hydraulic 
buffer.  

.,Los-s of cooling to the drive stator.  

..nupl ing of the stator and rotor field.  

d. Erosions of the thermal barrier.  

.UE ST"IO C3N 6.03 (1.0 

WHICH breaker and/or contactor combination below would result in 

de--energizing ALL CRD motors'..  

a. Breaker A, Breaker C, Contactor F.  

b. Breaker A, Break-:er B, Contactor F.  

C., Break-:er BI Breaker D, Contactor E.  

d. Breaker 2. Contactor E, Contactor R.  

.:-: CATEGORY 6 .CONT NUE.0 G..N NEXT PAG:



I.i1A T ZSYSTEMS~ JI~ 3EJV.N CONT4 ROLj... AN INTUE TTO ' Pale 1 

91111TIN 6.04 (1.00) 

During an emergency situation (i.e. LOCA, OTSG tube rupture etc.) where 

the SPDS was sensing an invalid input affecting parameter determination.  

WHICH one of the following is c:orreec'? 

a. Function bloci:: color remained tihe same and flashes.  

b. An alarm output indicating an invalid input for that f.nction 
will be output.  

c. An alarm output indicating invalid input and alarm indicating 

function indeterminate.  

d. Function block color changes to red and flashes intermittently.  

AMuL4oI dON 12. 05 (.50) 

6. . )5. (1. 3.*

Select value or words in the parenthesis that will b:e the final unit 

anditions +or each of the fl0owing, aiter .. turbine bypass valve.+ails 

a. Feedwater demand _ _X. (93, 3S, 105, 107).  

b. Actual feedwater flow determined by ... .team demand, nicih 

level limi ts, 4 eedwater demand) .  

C. Tave approximately _._. F. (57., 57 , 5.e5, 5%).  

d. Turbine header press.re ........ se p :.nt.. (a:ove, below, same 

e. Reactor power ___ . (93, 93, 101, 105.: 

Q.ESTION 6..06 (2.00) 

L.IST FOUR signalIs which are used t::: derive thle B:TU.. limit in the, 

integrated C:::ntrol System, and INDILC-TE whnether increasing power RAISES.  

i...DWERS, r causes NO CHA/NGE in the BTU limits for each signal.  

-- CATEGORY 6 CONTINxUED ONl NEXT PAGE -



I . Fi..ANT SYETa tli* DE.IGN ONT~ROL..2_AD INST RUMENTci a .i~e.NE ce ] 

Gj,-[ I lo! 6..07 ( . 0 

STATE the actu..ation setpoints for the following Engineered Safety 
Features.  

a. High Pressure Injection 

b. Low 'Pressure injection 

C. Reactor Building Isolation 

d. Reactor Building Spray 

QUESTION 6.,08 (0..50) 

WHAT is indicated if the Sync Verificaticon indicator lamp on a 

Static inverter stays an cantinuously, but at half brightness? 

: ION . 9 .6 (1.50) 

HA' FOUR trips are bypassed by the shutdown bypass switch in the

RPS cabin:=1s=i (1.0) 

b. WHli different limits, ONE AUTOMAT:. ana ONE ADMINISTRATIVE, are 

imposed when going to shutdown bypass? (0.5)U 

LUES IO 6. 1 . ) 

LIST the TWO parameters used to determine whether or no ""F PTs have
tripped which enable an au..tomatic start of the EF=W :::umps.  

s..s.*s s 4.I- . . .... . . ...

LIBT ALL the events that occ.r wnen EBB channels 5 and : act.ate up-,n 

s i g R D:::r e s su re 

- CATEGORY 6 C.....TINUJED ON NEXT PAGER:i



6.PLNTSYSTEMS DINOTR.__AND INSTRUMENTAT- l 7a~ 17! 
-1 * l" ' "" - *- -PL N Page 1' 

Q: ...icE" :a . %1v 8. .1. . UU 

STATE TWO design features AND the purposes of the Reactor Building 

Cooling system that ensure operability during a LOCA accident where 
large pressures could exist.  

Q U E1 ON 6. 13 (1.25) 

WHAT FIVE valves in the Emergency Feedwater System are provided w.ithi 

nitrogen bottles for backup operating supply?-

DUESTION 6.14 (1.25) 

LIST TWO essential SSF-Diesel trips that are always active and THREE 

NON-essential SSF-Diesel trips. NOTE: Ii trips are the same type for 
tandem enoines consider the trip as only one.  

..UESTIO. 1 (2..) 

a.STATE the TWD functions .and aSSOCiated setpoi~ntE of the pressurizer 

With-out a RCP= supplying P=ressurizer Spray Flow there is n::: spray-, 
available to dampen insurgeS to the PreSSUrizer.(05 

GUETO 1 . 16 (.0 

Question /Answer/reference deleted from M:~am.  

-CATEGORY 6 CON'.TINUED DN NiEXT PAGE)



6. P.AN SYTEM DEIQNCONROLe..0NDINSRUMNTAIONPage 1,3 

01 T1ION 6. 17 (1.00:) 

WHAT is the reason for the Seal Return Valve closing ints:yrlod:, in the 

event that seal injection is lost and the RCPs are off for Unit 27 

QUESTION 6. 18 (2.50) 

The follo:wing concern the HPI system: 

a. WHAT TMI modification was installed to prevent :uarter Core 

Cooling? INCLUDE indica t ions and controls. (2.0) 

b. Above WHAT power levels is considered are the worst case t::o r Quarti 

orI oi4 ( 1(05 *L1 E~2.. T -1 !--12~ 1.. 1. 1:-i

HAT problem would res.ult, while patching NI-5 to replace the 

eed to the ICS. ASSUMING the I1CS is in full automatic control.  

a. DESCRIBE how the Analog Ch-annels o:f thte Engineered Safeg..ards Q stem-i 

are manually tripped.  

b. After a trip. HOW is a reset of the Analog system accomplished? 

n o W is automai t1C i: i: E level ..contro .v 1?ia FDW.-3-.*15-.*/316:..  
ini t.i :L a d*ea.0 

b. What action will occur in the event that the tra in 

"B" level input to FDW-315 is selected and instrue..  

power to KVIC is lost.' 1.  

uEND OF CATEGORY 6=



7 PODES - NORMAL. ABNDRML.,_EMERGENCY Page 19 

Q UE ST""ION1\ 7.0i:)1 2(1 .0C0) 

WHICH one of the four Critical Safety F:u.inctions boelow would require 
immedj1iiaCe response.  

a. Heat Sin:: -- Orange 

b. Containment integrity --- Red 

C. RCS inventory -- YelloW 

d. inadequate Core Cool:ing -- White 

QUESTION 7.02 (1.00) 

Reactor power is 10 E-6 amps in the intermediate range (appro::imately 
1% power), the operating main FDW pump trips and all emergency FDW 

ump= =-art. WHICH one ofiAthe following is the ex..pected response? 

The reactor trips on high pressur.

b. The reactor trips on lo-= of both FDW pumps anticiatory trip.  

C. No action, only one pump tripped.  

d. The operator manually trips the react:r.  

QUESION 7.0 (1 .5 

FILL IN THE BLANKS 

Provide the rissing information from .imitations and Prec:autio:ns 

OP/1/A/1102/01, "Controlling Procedure for Unit Startup".  

"KI any two of the f our Ni 's become a.-A non-c:::nservar.i ve , 
have IL:E calibrate= NI's. in no case shoulo o. L in the 

non ConServatiVe direction Oe exceeded.  

Ni's are considered non-conservatiVe when 

0 * 

CAESR 7 COTASDO TX AE**V



.. P=ROCEDURES - NUNOMLABNORMAL, EMERGENCY Pagle 20 

C UESTONi .4 (1.00) 

W QHICH ane of the following conforms to the step numbering and r0 u == V: 

usage for "Controlling" procedures such as 0P.7/. /1102/10, Unit 

Shutdown.  

a. Steps f ol l:owi:ng numbers can :e done in parallel with other mnered 

b. Prior to going to the ne:t sequential step, all parallel steps 

should be accomplished unless otherwise stated.  

C. All steps following a bullet ( ) are parallel steps and :an :e done 

along with a critical step out not in any sequence.  

d. Steps m.st be done in the order listed regardless of how they are 

numbered or desigcnated.  

1 iNI 7 .O .:.) .1)) 

WHAT RCP seal leak-:age limits vor Unit I requires notifying the Duty 

a. 1..gic 

b . :2. :!. g p 

C... 2. 7 g pm 

d. 3.0 gpm



7. PROCEDURES - NORMAL. ABNORMAL.,QgEMEGENY Pacge2 
AN*D RADC.I KLOGI(CAL LCONTROL 

QA.~z IJ E ~ .3 T 1 1%4 7 

WHAT RCP Seal Leakage Limit on .nit 3 requires a plant shutdown and 

depressurization if exceeded for more than one hour? 

. 2. 1 g p m 

b . .75 ,. gpm 

C:. 3. O gpm 

Li . .35 gpm 

QUESTION 7.07 (1.00) 

WH--AT is the preferred method for achieving high Speed Operation Of a.  

Reactor Building Cooling Fan ift .he +an is presentliy ru..nning .in L=.w 

peed, as described in OP/i/A/1104/15, "Reactor 
Building Cooling System? 

. -Turn to high speed.  

b~. Turn off, then to high speed.  

C. Turn of+7 wait 30 minutes, then turn to high passing through auto, 

d. Turn to auto, wait 30 mirutes, then turn to nigh speed.  

STATE THREE conditions that require at least one train of ==::o 
building spray to be operable.  

U: 2 

....IST the FIVE automatic: actions that should ccur for a reactor tr: 

according to Emergency Procedures, EP/ 1A/ IBOO/01:,



.PROCEDURE. - NORMAL. CV'. Page 22' 

VAD RADILOGCAL CONT4ROL.  

QUESTION 7.10 (1.50, 

STATE THREE actions to be taken or initiated immediately to ensure 

adequate core cooling, per emergency procedure EP'; lA1/ h. 3. oul.c 

Subcooling Margin be lost due to a LOCA.  

UE T IOC N 7. 11 (2. 0) 

Per Emergency Procedure, EP/1/A/1800/01: 

. Under WHAT comI:.bination of TWO conditions must HPI cooling be 

initiated (1.0 

. -. -T WO a c tions must be taken to establish HPI cooling? 

LIST the SIX immediate action steps of AP-, 'Loss of Control Roo::m' to 

be taken :in the event an evacu..ation of the control: room is necessary 
and c:onditions DO NOT permit any action prior to leaving.  

4CAUT- * 1--ION statement in AF-07, "Loss o4 Low i'ressure in jection Systerni 
section A, r-ailsure of One Train of the LPI During ECCS Operation 

contains the following:

i only one L.1 c:o.er i operable.. then - .000 . p n.. and . W 

flow must bce established th-rough the operable coolerimeiey 
after swapping LPI Pu.mp suction from the B T to the R..  

Emergency Sump 4 .. " 

STATE the TWO bases for this CAUTION statement .  
CATEGORY 7 O EX AE .44

1
iL.. 44 l444~ i4/4A 4~14 4 4/I .' . 4.44144 .. 424 444.44.A~4I444 

S.:. . j 44 I.



7. R CD::::: - O M L. A N R A.. M R E C Page K,-, 

U ESTION 7. 14 (1. 00) 

Under WHAT TWO conditions can a RCP be restarted after onl. a two 

secona celtay7; 

CAUEST ION 7. 15 (1.0C) 

What are the 4 immediate manual ac:tions required on a los 

(or partial loss) of 1KI bus (iLoss of ICS powar)? 

QUESTION 7.16 (2.00) 

WHAT are the FOUR requirements necessary to allow the operator 0o 

disengage the fuel grapple from a fuel assembly? ASSUME all hoisting 

steps to reach the point of disengagement have been completed.  

UES17 ( 1.4 7C) 

What is the c r ter ia -or requi red RP shutdown per the EDP 

(EP//A/1800/01) , based on subc:ooling margin-? 

QUESTION 7.18 11.00).  

WHAT indication tells the operator when all nitrogen has b::een vented
from the pres==.suirizer, when forming a steam bubble in accordancewii 
DP/O/A/1103::, "Pressuri zer Operat i ons-.  

I J . -. 5 . '- . ..1. -1 

WAI-AT rmust bce done if activity .above back:ground e:x:ists a:n the 3TS-.-E
e2conciary s:.de.  

ETBR 7 ~:.t4:..i CON.NE ONNXTPG



7. O -- N-RM.L. N EREN Pe 24 

7UESTION 7.2 (1 50 

a. WHEN i .xit required to route EFW flow to the Emergency Header? 

b. WHAT TSG level should be ma:intai:.ned if there are NO RCP'.  

operating? 

QUESTION 7.21 (1.50) 

Referring to Procedure OP/2/A/1102/O2, Reactor Trip Recovery provided, 

answer the following specific questions: 

a. WHAT must be done if t the SRO if the SRO becomes unavailaide?(0.5) 

b. WHAT must be done prior to e:ceeding 15% power?&0.5) 

C . WHY isit necessary to avoid chang i ng load too fast? (0. 5) 

Referring to Procedure OP/1/A/ 1 4/:4 "Low Pressure inj.iection System" wit!---..  

enclosu.Ires, provide the following.  

a. WHERE can it be foun and WHAT i the m.nimum NPS for a RP durin: 

h-eatu~p at 200 degrees F?(1.O) 

b. WNand why must iP-i, .3 and 94 be verified closed marnally? 

i. WHAT is the c:ontroller location ar: position ft:r valve 1L.P-Li3 whn 

placing the LPI in the ES mode? (0.5) 

(e REN\D OF CATEGORY7



AND IITATIONSQEUEgQQII~.. ae2 

QUESTION 8.01 (1.00) 

1 ILL IN THE BLANKS 

When the RCS is in a condition with pressure a:::ove ... a... pig :::
CFT's shall be operable with a minimum level of .b feetl a mini
mum concentration of borated water of _. c. ppm boron, and a pres

sure ot ... _... pact.  

L.UESTI3 1 1ON 8. 02 (1.:.O 

if the specified surveillance frequency of a piece of equipment is 

monthly, what is the max-timum allowable interval between surveillances? 

a. 28 days 

b. 35 days 

. 45* days 

INDICATE whether the following statements concerning "3RD in the 

.ont:rol Room" out:.es are TRUE or 

.May NO10T provide relief for Control Room operators 

b. Becomes the reader of EDP shnald~ its use be reauired.  

i-.! May leave the control room if the U..nit is belo:w 3510 degrees F.  

*AEOY2CNTNRE A ETFG



... DII.R..E RO0EDURi CONDITION.ce 
2iND L IMiI TTON 

CUESTIN 8. 14 (1100 

Who shall the Shift Supervisor notify in the event the safe shutdown 
facility is inoperable per Technical Specification 3.1:? 
As stated in Operation Management Procedure 2-7, "SEL..C Required Action".  

b). Regilon 11 Off1icesE 

C. Duke Power Headquarters 

d. Security 

- UEST i"ON . .5 (1 .00 

Referring to the attached Technical Specification page 3.16-1 wnen are the 

Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System (portable fi::ed) required an stated 

n the iTech-nical Specification bases following a LOCA?*-

a. 10 days 
b.~~~ 2 

C. ~ 30 ay



S. rDMINITRATIVE PROCEDUJRES, CONDITI:.iNS , Pce2 

QUESTION 8.06 (1.00) 

Which in of the following is correct concerning Supplemental TaggingY 

a. The procedure is to be used primarily during unit outages and emergency 

sit uat ions when stat i on manpower is short . However, it may be used 

anytime when more than one foreman or group is working on the same 

piece of equipment.  

b. The final work: group shall no remove from, or return to service, any 

station equipment as this is the responsibility of station personnel 

assigned initial maintenance responsibility.  

c.The- work group may place supplemental red tags on any station equipment 

that has at least one station two part serialized red tag (stub type) 

at tached ..  

d. When working on equipment tagged to them, the Work group can change the 

positioan of a Valve, switch, cut out Or remove valve from the line, 
etc., that has a station red ta attached to it, provided they remove 

. red tags if it is necessary to operate equipment to ver:ily repairs.  

True or F~alse (0.5) 

Equ.ipment found to be Out Of Tolerance (DT) is considered t: :e inoperable 

until :roper evaluation is completed to determine if the DDT is 

conerBYvati ve.  

*AEE TVNUDD E7PG



Whic on of.~ the foloing isa correct. reglaring nthe "Use Aprove 

Procedure'." 

a,. E-ach enclosure of an OPor PT: will be useda: wi th the body o4 

proeure. F'a- l be 1hverifiedi aga3inst the Coto Copyt pri~or 

b. if.the needarises that: speci al instructin o rrobeue i-

pe-Irform;anc o ou~r work, thVese ins~t ruti ons hl be dt ced an 

signied by th ueitnet fOe.inUprtn nier 

C. i thedesied o an.iipated results are not amLiavd t_ 

individua should. proc~-ed, because0 for the unanicia.1:-

reslt is not readil 1y evi dent , excep toi m1*fore expe nor;. er 
indiLvida or. th s ..- upeorvisor.  

d . i duin th cuseo an evolutin it be.;comes. necesar/ 

shallH be used to enur corrt es of th.rcduea 

enclourespriLor tretart: o..heeoltin 

Opeatos" Enclosur 41 and4.2 

8. Sall ot prfr an dinitaieduistamydsrc 
the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~- saeoeain ftepat 

0. hal b rquiedin h Conro Rcom frmwhc y rrinoeat.  

anytime......... t.h.e.R........................................UitL is ao- 0 O g 0 s F 

He/She shallalso.report.o.....Dis.acher.any.....tio.s whi.



S.- MINITRTILEPOEURSPace 29 

QUESTION 8. 10 (1.00) 

WHAT are the max-timum allowable non-emergency whole body dose equi..lvalents 

for an employee with a completed NRC form 4 for the following time 
perioads? 

S. in any calendar quarter 

b. in any calendar year 

QUESTION B.,11 (0.50) 

What is the ma:-imum perc entage of scale reading allowed an a pack-.c t 
dosimeter p:3rior to use? 

0111 ION S . 12:-: 11.00) 

a. Within WHAT time period should personnel accountin: :e: cmpleted 

after declaration of a Site Assembly?.

::::. HAT TO l ocations would non-essenti al Si te personnel b.e <=.Va.C..<.atect 
ii a Site evacuation is deemed necessary? 

The following Concern the use of Radiation Chirpers; 

. WAT17 are the TWO radiation level uidaelines that rE<::ias tne use V 

ChirperS? 

b. WHERE on the oody sho iud a Chirper be warn? 

-CATEGORY 5 ColiAKlT.JED 11A NEXT PAGE 



L! "E. S '"i 5 

a.MAE proali necessaEr y to de c!vi ate? from the sequence o -' 

sequentia ~llyV n umbere stepst in.~ an iOP-yR J \4V proedure acc ordn to 

thie Ope..ration L anual 7 

L., Ho anda by whom s the changea dcumented'.: 

QD U'±i. E1 5 T 1 e.16 (1.00 

I i ~iib± tia 0 :~ u-, 

ifa xesini rntdfrrdito xosrHWlogi h 

exeso vai (TW CRIERA)'.'



T. .DMIISTRTIVYE i'ROCEDURI3.S__COND I TIgNPage 31 

Q)UESTO .18 (.0 

WHAT actions will. be required y:: the Shift :Supervisor, snould an 

emergency occur that involves the activation of the Emergency 

Response Organization during normal working hours according t:: the ONS 
Emergency Plan section F., Emergency Communications ? 

U E TIODN 3'. 3 1 (1.0) 

If a Safety Limit is exceeded, bariefly explain the actions to b::e takl): 

regarding the plant. according to Technical Specifications 6.3.1.  

QUESTION E. 2 C - (. 2.00) 

he failowin.g apply to High Radiation Areas (HRA).  

method :s used to temporarily secure a door to a HRA it a HR1-.0 

guard is unavailable and whose approval is required to use this 

method of securing? 

b. WHAT is the individu.al's= responsiility wen entering and. iting 

QUESTION 8.21 (2.00) 

A:S:S;UMING a control rod is declared inoperale due to Ca.UiSEIS Otner than 

excessive friction and the rod Cannot be restored to operable w -ithin 

the one hour time limit.  

E. WHAT is The Shutdown Margin requ.irement.  

in. WHAT is ONE of the two other opticons 4rom whimh the operator must-.  

choose which would allow continUe0d o:peration o:f the ratr 

CAEDY8*NIUEO ETFG



-- ~~~Pg 3:2I iIi5 

WH ICH -f ii ;- l~eaUF eM~rt Sysv-te m is th most . Pr cr c meho occi 
dtr iing~ the u a~__ drant Powe Tcj- i l it Limits'' 

.1 i---,*-T i CNz. 2 (1 . U 0 ) 

to 24 tI ho r ith OI LNE i dle RCP in ea~ch loop~j (2 ap -ii- r tei ng)'..  
See T 3.11.a provided.d 

Musi or/j *c ri/c-crnCc2 dele ted -fro~mcexam.  

S 

iniat h th r h foloi ng siecrtateet nc er..._..nin tg ig TRUE 

oru~ci FALSE. .-..  

a. inC anae hr etgnrainado osuema eapsi!i-.

prbewrShudntb sdt tahRdTg oeupet 
b. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~I, f M r h n o e S p r i o s w ri ng id p n e t y o ic



ANSWER 5.01 (1.0 

b 

00100K51 00)0055 .(As 

A i%1 S W.cJ~ Ec-n r*-"' 5.E SU J 0 E2 ItO i El --) (-').:s )~E ~ L 

adcvan tges asoiae 1 w~ i th l~~ navin a satcurte syte fo contrllin 

pressuriFe durin an ~I~Aln Eurge (Be~caue~7.2 the~ bubl in th Ri 

norm~ally stam itma be rapiodly de-superhete an condense I ~d wit 
spry. itrogen woul~' d no~t b~e conesed by spay an wldhrfr 

be M 2SS Ue in itigaing prsuec~v sduinga nare 

41l. 

0~ 

REFEENC



A ~ ~ V4w:F.,4 1 0 

DJNS Tra.ining Lesson~ Pla *ns, OP-OC-SP-RT~ -RBCf pp. ~

1 00051 000OA0 .. KA 

REFEREN I.- I.



R1 .ENCE 

RT-104-RBC-R MoY( : 

1 :2006K110 192006K107 .. (KA's) 

ANSWER 5.OS (1.00) 

REFERENCE 

RT-65--FP-R MYQB 

1 20 1.:::1C7 . . :. a 

PiNSWER' 5.09 (1.*00) 

049o0AI06 .. (KA 

ANSWER 5. 1 i.)0 

.. increase 

C. Decrease 

d. NoC effect 

0 - CATEGoMY 5 CCMI:NUMED oN NEXT PAGEH =
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-TE-R Y 0-- NUCLEAIR POWiER PLANT OPRAIO Page 07 

ANSWER 5. 14 (1.00) 

a 

REFERENCE 

ONS FNRE, p 120; ONS, NETRO, 12. 1-4; CR, NETRO., 12. 1-4.  

0010101-:516 .. (K:A's) 

WE 5.15 (03. C.0) 

Question/answer/reference deleted from exam.  

REFERENCE 

Question/answer/reference deleted from e:x<am.  

. 93007KiOS .. (:') 

A N SWER ..16 (-0 ) 

a. nucleate boiling region E0.5.  

b. Film boiling region E.51 

REFERENCE 

DNS Training Lesson Plan, OP-OC-S-CM-:::, pp. 11-15 

03 0 0G 0 . 4.. 4.  

A SWER 5..17.( 

(Accept EFW is colder.) 

2. EFW is in jected into the steam space--
(Accept EF=W in jected onto the tub~es.) (,5e.



FL.U IDS.AN THEFRMOCDYNAMP I CS 

Generic: B FW Abnormal Transient Operator Guidelines Technical Bases 
Do~cument 

06100OK501 0350iO0K:101 039000Kio7 .. (KA's) 

ANE -, W CR I:::1 (1 . 50--, ) ) 

1. Axial O.253 -Power shifts between top & bottom oz Core EO.253.  

2. Radial L.251 -- P=ower shifts between quads. across core CO.253.  

3. Azimuthal E.253 -- Power shifts around the core E0.25.3 

RE ERENCE 

c::conee: OP-CC-SFS-RT-FPP, pg 17 of 33 
Uconee O1-OC-SPS-RT-FPP, Training Ob jective 1.c 

1O11O1010K534 
00i0OOK533 

OO100OK538 
.. KAs 

ANS~ i-!"* .. ', "'. 19-" (1 .0C 0) 

a. To .revent center.ine fuel melt 

:. To ensure that clad temperatures remain less than or equal to 2200 degF 

on worst case L.OCA. (To maintain DN9R ==o;>: 1.3) 

CRI TS, pp B2-2, B 3/4 2-1.  
DNS Tr aini ng Lesson llan , OP-OC-SPS--THP-PD, p . 14 

000074K!03 .. (KA') 

0- -* CATEGORY 5 C.:ONTINU..ED ON NEXT



.HEORY OF NP.ge3..L- POERj PLNT Og 
FIDOS, AND THROYNMC 

ANSWER 5. 20 (2. 50) 

a. "A" OTSG feed flow will increase (0.5) 

"B? OTSG feed flow will decrease (0.5) 

b. -"A" OTEG level will increase (0.5) 

"B" OTSG level will decrease (0.5) 

C. RCS del t TC wi ill return to zero (0.5) 

REFERENCE 

DNS Training Le==.n Plan, OP-DC-SPS-CM-0C 

002 00-:51 4 . 1 . ) 

SW EIR 5. 21 3. 00) 

e . Ac:tual critical rod position 4ACP) will 1::: higher ROMs) 

due to Xenon and Samarium buildup ;0.5) 

b . P wil 1 e l.~.o wer (. <... .)o 

to compensate for the decreased reactivity of the boron; (0.25) 

c A c wi11 be higher _00.5) 

due to fuel burnup (. 5) 

DNS Training Lesson Plan, OP-OC-SP=:::- -T-GR.:, p::p. -1 

r-i ... v E..I , .... ... v .. . 4 , .. CI .r ~ 

These rods are in:onel :.5) which arE GRAY (l.o:::wer a:sor::io :r:s* 

section) and have a longer effective :oison length. 10.) They have 

less severe impact on Axi:3al Fl.u:x: imbal anc:e (0.5) 

CAEGR 5 NEXT~. PAGE..



0P-D-SP-THiF-FI pp :12 LO 2f. -4 

1 WA:Lr L2:c8V*i. 2 1t. (D. -) 

atq 2240?c~C psahg =115 T /oiC.53 1 .  

at2 sa tstration riecouitions hg = 115 BT/1 andL



5. TEOR OFNUCEARPOWR PANTOPEAT ONPage 41 
F-UDSANDh THRMODYNAJ~.~MICS 

ANSWER 3.25 ( 1.00) 

As power is increased Tc will decrease (and Th will increase).0.5;' 
The temp. coef . will add (or shif t) + reactivity at the bottom 
of the core and - reactivity at the top of the core E0.51. The result 
is a downward shift or bulge in core flux.  

REFERENCE 

Oconee: OP-OC-SPS--TI-iHF-PD, pg 12 of 15 
Uconee: OP-OC-SPS-THF-PD, Training Obj jctive 1..5 

00200CK507 . .(KA ' ) 

*-



.. . . Qt I fNIQl -BN IN 1 RUM~ENTAT IO.  

AN3WE~ 6.0 (.00 

Oczonee CP-OL--SPS-S~Y-HPF p., 29 of~ 43.  

07300OK302 .(KA 

DNSTrinngLeso Platns, LJF-OL-P-N-C,-. p. 17 
LP r iing Objective, O -CPS D 1. gJ.  

DN LrPzU -~ Tri n g Obectives-, OP-O- SRS-- - RP
2a* 42.A:: ;.a.  

E. i1' .()4 ;" 

0AEDY6CNIUDD ETPG *k



6. Page1.  

ONE~~~~~~ TriigLso lnO-CSP-;S aeW' 

DN LPO Training Objective OP--OC-S-IC--vE 1.g..b 

Pi If~ -i W Iii~S~i Rwt. 6. -! 1 5; 

a .F 107



6.PL.N SYTM DEIG 3OTO. lDINTUETTO Page 44.'* 

iNSW E R 6. 0 ( .50) 

(u.25 each) 
a. 1600 psig RCS, 3 psig RB 
b0. 550 psig RCS, 3 psig RB 

C. 3 pig RD 

ci. 10 psig RB 

a. := 1500 paig RCS, <= 4 psig RD 

b . .:>:= 5 00 psig RCS,. <== 4 psig R B 
c. <:= 4 psig RB, 

di. <== 30 psig RE 

REF=ERENCE 

DNS Training Lesson Plans, OP-DC-P-I.:-::, p. 7 

,as..OOK000O 600OK405 . . iKr:- ) 

ANSW4E R 6. ()S (0. 5()).  

This is an indication that there is a mismatch between AC line and 
invErter outpu.:t voltage.  

REFERENCE 

ONE Training Lesson Pl.Ian, OP-OC-SPS-EL.-VPS, p::., 13 

C G 6.:i.:.:. C TK O EXT 4. ***O.) -



. .T TN, T. N TM TPage 4'75 

A WER 6.0 (1.50 

a. 1. Flu>:/f low imbalance [0.25] 
2. Power/pump 10. 25
3.. L.w pressure CO.25 L 

4. Variable low pressure CO.251 

b. AUTOMATIC: new high pressure t:rap of 1720 10.25] 

ADMINISTRAT IVE: nut..clear over power trip setpoint reduced to -= 
5% (4.00%) of rated power during reactor nutdown 

[. / .:.. .J 

REFERENCE 

DNS Tra:inin Lesson P='lans, IC-RPS--RO-le, DB.  

OP-OC-SPS--IC-RPS, p. 04 
Oi2000K402 012000K604 .... (KA..) 

:--i is: 4~c:> 1@0 (1.C 

Both MFiWPTs have: 1) low hydraulic oil pressure U:75 pig) C0.53 

2) low discharge pressure (<::750 psig) EO.5.1.  

REFEREICE 

ONS Tra.ni L.esson P lans, OPL-OC---SPS-Y-EF, pp., 41 and 42 

LPSO Traini ng Ob:jectives, OP-OC--SS-SY-EF, 1. b. & k, 

059000K416 06100OK402 ..(KA 's) 

S E;. 6. 1 (2. .50) 

The three L.PSW outlet valves on the RBCU's go T.u11y open.. W.5:] 

LPi=SW is isolated to the RD au.:- fanE anc! ful :. L11.PSW f low :i.s suppl.i'.o.  

The standby RBCU automatically starts and runs in low speed while 
the twou nning units automatically swap to low Epeed. E0.51 

S enetration Room ventilation fans starting CO.53! ano E:::sservea.. R-i n r.  

411uildinc iIsolation CO. 53.  

CAEGR 6.OTNUDO4NX'AG **



E~ __4 ii.:, E~RMN~r 

A~NSWER 6. 12 (2.00) C~z 
1. - 1. fusble~ drFopoutC pla te [C0.5 -- provi3.des ope'n Vlo pat to RBC 

4. fBC speed shft (to slow) on ESatain.((O ) 

REFERENCE 

. ME-87 Semsply to EFW pu~mp 

2. E-126 'ain S team to AUXJ2 stea OcTontrol.

4.~... FDW31 S/G ieed. valv 

5.FW316 S~/-G 4edreq val ve



-, Page 4-,'.' 

._PLriNT SYTEMSi-~z DESIG.LL:N L..LjTRL _ND INSTRUMENTATION P'age4 

5III)..  
A NSWIE R 6, 14A (1 . 2 5 

Essential Trips: E2 @0.25 each.3 
Overspeed 
Low-L.ow Lube Oil Press=ure 

Non-essential Trips: Eany 3 o 0.25 each:] 
jacket water temperature.  

Low Luce oi pressure.  

High crankc::ase pressure.  
High Bearing temperature 
Unit Vibration 

REFERENCE 

DNS Training Lesson Plan, DP-OC-SPS-SSF-DG, pp. 28 1: 29 
064000K402 064000K401 .. (KA') 

ANSWER 6. 15 (2. 00:) 

i. Prevent opening of the Code Safety Valves E0.5 
1111K2450 psig 1C0.253 

2. Ensure NDT protection fo r the RC E0.5 -- 475 psig EO... : 1.3) 

b-\ .f F L 00 2.5i)\L.::.'' -....  

ONS Trainin:: L.esson Plan., DP--OC-SPS-i.M-PZR, pp. 12, 12a. &: 14 

L..PSO Train:ing Ob jectives, OP--OC-SPS-CM-PZR, i. d. & n.  

Question /Answer/re erence deleted 4rom e;amn.  

CATEGORY I CONTINUiED ON NEXT PAGE ***.



6. LaD . COLNTROL.\lD INTRUME I Pge4.  

Question /Answer/ref erence deleted from e:am.  

ANSWER 6. 17 (1.00) 

if seal return were not stopped, hot RCS water could f low up the shaft 

of the pump and through the seal staging devices, causing 

over-neati.ng tne seals [1.03.  

REFERENCE 

ONS Training L..esson Plan, D rP-OC-SPS-SY--HPI, p. ...:: 

OP-OC--SPS-CM-CPS, pp 28 &: 23 
LSD Training Objectives, Di=-OC-SPS--CMPS, . g.  

cA --P40 & 410 installed CO.51 to allow the operator to <- connect 
injection headers to supply cooling to 3 of 4 nozzles EO.51. (1.0) 
(Accept "f low in both headers" f or ".3 oM 4 nozzles".) 

Controls and indications C2 @ 0..5 each] 

1. Can throttle either valve 

2. Flow indication through either valve in Control Room.  
Unit 3 has computer indications of valve NOT closed.  

DNS Training Lesson i .ans, DP-C-PS--HP.1, pp. 27 & 2 

:0:06:001-K:406 006020A202 . . t o.'- = 

4>CATENCRY : CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE ****v)



ANSER .1 (.00 

REFERENCE

DiNS Traini ng Lesn Pln, ---OC~-SP-RB p.3 

N S 1L", 6. 20 00 

triped (Verbat L'~im ansrwer~~ no t reured. Kno cic a operato 

a~cti onlU of, a,1 manulJ Pe~ sitch~iL1 - local to. cabinet (onr bis table) 

is ac~ceptKble.) COK 

6.2 0 ~ r~vc.~nr :.  

a. Aut star of BOTH lki5\ 

b. .I'~ autoJ swa back.. to2 primary. chane will ocu 

orms emnal selce to pr.-(>Iimary chanel



7. RQQ WEQ- NORMAL --- R',,Ep 

E 7. C;' 1 (1I C 

b 

REF ER~EN CE 

DNS Trai ning~ Leson Pla~n, 0P0*P-1- S p. 9 

00 0 9K 0 ..-'-z- s 

REFERENCE 

Training esson Pla , .F-C:C-+:;FC 1C-RP ,p 1 , 1 

AN-3WEi:. 7 

b.>4 

C. "TemlPoe et >N'-= E ah 

REFERENCE I 

DNL rcdrs P///120,p



D~NS Procedures va.rious, Limitations. and Prcutos 

F- S . 05 5 

b 

DINS Prdr LWesE Ur/ 2,~ 3/A(-/Ii03J/ 06, p.1 

L4~~*j /3/A/ F/11U/05 p.  

A~~ ~ ~ ~ W. .'. 7 ,-)



7. PROCEURES - NORMA~L, gA5NORMiBL,_E;MEFGEN~CYPage 52 
3*f) RD IO CLC3 CONTROL 

1. Oconee Tech Spec. .3..5 b(2) -RBC tech spec TTLAmepgr ggAor/F C 5".-f \ ei 
2. Fuel in the core with AND 
3. RCS pressure .= 350 psig Or
4. RCS temp := 250 degrees.  

Q3 of 4 @ 0.5 ea. ) 

REFERENCE 

ONS Training Lesson Plan, OP-OC SBY--ES, p. 14 of 1B.  

CONIS LPSO Tiraininc Ubjectives OP--OC-SPS-SY-BS, .a.  

DNS Technical Specifications. 3.3.5.  

ANSW- 1,'E R 7.. 9 (2. 0!) 

9 5 0.4 each) 0 Control o3 Groups 1-7 c:::: intu 
2. TUrbine - generator trips.  
0. Unit auxiliaries transfer to CTi.  

4. TEurbine bypass valves open (at approximately 1010 psig) .  
. Feecwater runbac: t control S/: .level.  

DNS Emergency Procedures, El=710/1800/01, p::L. 2.  

7N I. 10 1..  

( 0 .52 each ) 
1. Trip all eaCtr Cool ant PumPS., 

2. Manually initiate HPI.  

3,. Raise CTSG level t.o.. 95;% on tihe Op::erate Range.  

0 T 
CAEGR 7, WA*!T.IEI:D. ON NEX PAGE.,



PROEDURES - NORMiL. 7BNORMALPEMEReENCY Ple 

R ENCE 

DNS Emergency Procedure, EP/1/A/1800/01, p 1 

00OO11K312' . .(KA ' ) 

gNSWER 7. 11 (2.  

a. 1. The ability to feed a SG is lost AND 

2. RCE pressure .>:= 2300 psig. CO.5 each] 01.0) 

b. 1. Manually initiate HiI.  
2. Open the PORy and FORY block valve. :0.5 each] 41.0) 

DNS Emergency Procedure, EP/1/A/1800/01, p. 16 and 22 

0:::0007K:301 .. (KA') 

'RWE 12 (1.50) 

1. Go to Unit Au:. Shutdown Panel with AP and EP procedureE, log, 
Removal-Restoration book and Emergency iPlan.  

2. Notify appropriate personnel; announce 'condition', call S3, others 
as Cdirected in E-pian.  

3. in Unit Cable Room: Tri::: Reactor (open CRDM BKR) ancd start t::.n 
1-:eowee units.  

4,. Ensure the Turbine is tripped by pulling manual tri::: leVer O.n ront 
standard.  

5.. Refer to EP-l1, Emergiency/ Op~erating: Procedure.  

6. Manually open 'A' HPI BWBT Sucction (Hi=P-24) to:: ree::ver Szr level.  

* CTGR 7 I NEX VASE



0. -'0 0 0 .--C *) 

A N -* W -: 7. -'. 2.(:'CI 

(1 0 ec h)' ~ .Jt 4 :t~ c 

00600OA202 .r(KA's) 

(0. ec h 

0 . Motor ~ * ha enrnignralyfr2huso oe 

2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~I=. esrdSao-eprtr yRT sblw25Fadrahd



Ocne r L. APF./A / 700/ 2 * Lossz. of 1KI p. 2i oi 5~.  

0620[A20 .. i I 

2. _' 3~ , I 1 i t ori (.1 :K) # " .  

4.q 1~--r~ Mehnia Lokn pin ist ure .t ;mov. or 
5. Hos tape; adi~ns i spe. ynedf;.~.~ 

1. L ow.'LLLi lo a ligh on~~i (@ .. C(00 ~ W ., i 1T:> .i.  
Air rsueaalbet nuai ytm 

Hoist~~~ taeraisinpc



7. P~J.I'.(~ W Page.:j~' F5F':>zF.-. 4 

EA-10-ll-R (DUE)~r~1: 

"' ' '- - 74 

tPTh: Ni S'.. E (. 1LP-0C 

Quench Tan Pressure 0.5) Stops i~raig0 

R .EFERENCE= ~~- i



7. ROCEDUREa -- N'B 

REIMENCE 

>-- ,-* s I.-.r 

DNS P=rocedures, U7/A/iiO6/06, enclosure 3.5, pp. 6 & 7 

0610001:..01 061000K4 1 .. (KA's) 

ANS"WE R 7.21 (1.50 ) 

a. Rod Withdrawal Must Stop. CO.5] 

b. Turn off oR Bldg. Lights [0.53.  

C. Allows ICS to track MW demand more smoothly in this load range 

REFERENCE 

ONS OP/2/A/1102/ 2 pp:::.. 10, 14, 15 

,n-9400 

1 102 

.:.(KA 
's) 

a. Enclosure 3.10 p. I or 2 EU.53, 295 PSl E0.?5 

In. D.ur ing RCS heatup in switch over mode E.51 3.  
To prevent overpressurization of the LPI cooler E0. 53 

CSSF OR E0.2531. closed EO.253.  

nNS OP/1/1104/04 various. page,., 
..PSO Treainina DObjectives, Di-C S S1,-..~. a usv ,.  

194001A102 .. (KA's) 

END. OF EATE5CRY 7 x



a. so(:)I 

60 (+/- 25



A N SW E .1 . ) C

020 0G 0 .N ,..s



SDMINkfISTFRLYT I YE FROCEDUIES .COND I TI ONg ce 60 

1:'J k-- E1 . U N P KN D P.IIAIN 

ONS OMP 1-9, pp. 3 & 4 

194001A102 . . :A ' s) 

b. SRO 

C. ROG 
d. BO0T H 

REFERENCE-

NS- DM----1 Encosures 4. I and 4.2 
194001A103 ..(KA 's) 

(0. 5 each) 

a. 2500 rMREM 
b . 45?.00 rMEM 

0 ~~ F (I ,') 

:.5 ea.) 

a. 3000 rnrern 
b. 12000 mrem 

R.EFERENCE.  

DNS, Station Direc:tive 3.3.1 (TE), p::. 2 

194001Kl03 . .(KA s) 

CATEGORY E CONTINUED DNNXT PAGE



....I ..R. IE.R CE UR._C ND.I.N Page 6 

RE 10 ENCEi'

DNS, Station Directive 3.3.1 (TS), p. 2 

194001KI03 .. (KA's) 

A N "W E R 8. 12 (1.OUOC) 

a. 7,0 minute i .- 51 

b. Oconee county school E0.251 
(Keowee school) 
Pi kens cc:o..unty school EO.,251 
(Daniel Hicgh School) 

REFERENCE 

ONS Emergency Plan, Section j. P=rotective Response, pp., j-1 and j-2 

194001A116 .. (1K:A's) 

A~bwi=.R . 3: . 0 

a. General area :/= 250 MR/HR EO.253 OR 

Contact hot sp::ot </= 10 R/HR O.2 . W.15.  

b. in an area oi the bady that will allow the wearer to hear thealm 
when the al arm soun~ds. (0. 5) 

REFERENCE'': 

DNS Operations Manuel, OMP 2-6, p. 1 

1. 003 :1 3. .V-K 

.uesi:n/Answer/Reference deleted from exam.  

.............................. 3 ... 2*'



.. DIITTVE'POEI. Page 62 

R IIENCE 

Question/Answer/Reference deleted from exam.  

0 0,0 0G05 ; 5 (i:.A ' s) 

ANSWER. 8. 15 (2.0OO) 

a. (Verbal) approval of two operators (0.33) , one of whom is a 

supervisor (0.33) who holds an SRO license (0.34). (1.0) 

(Note: Stating two UPETRuS. one of whom is a SRO is 

suf ficient for f ul credit as all SROs at OCONEE are 

consiered to be supervisors.) 

S90 och

b. Change documented on working copy (0.33) by the individ::ual 

performing the procedure (0.33) initials of the SRO appro:ving 
the chancie in sequence (0.34) . (1.0) 

ONSI ED 2.2.1., Station Procedures, p::. 4 
ONE, OMP 1-3, Use of Procedures, p. 7 

194001'r::02 194001K::.01 . . :.0 s> 

ANSWE .16 (1.00) 

For the specific job/task (0.5) and the period of time for which it was 

granted (0.5) 

ONE, Station Directives (TS), p. 2 

194001.103 ... (KA's.  

*AEOY6CNIUDO ETFG



Q. ADMN P ROEDURES. CONDITIQNS Page 6 

AND, L..IilTATINS 

0 
!'NS W ER .B. 17 (1 .OO 

1. Sale responsibility to initiate and emergency actions within the 

provisions of the Station Emergency Flan LO.51 

2. Responsible f or making protective actions guideS o40r the Saety

and welf are of the public to the appropriate off-site agerny :t 

the CMC/Rec..very Manager is not in a positicon to do so L0.53 
(1. 0) 

R. - F..E R N 

ONE Emergency Plan, Ficure B--3, p. -

194001ASI6 .. (KA's) 

3NWE3. 1I (1.00) 

Ae. Annot.nced over the PA system that the TSC and DEC are to be staffed.' 
2.initiate a Site Assembi1v.  

3,No kJ skag/(cang4 Oaee C0 1441 ;5 Mafer 

4-Mo AG <.e- rWi4 I kour( 
REF=ERENCE 

ONS Emergency Plan section F-., E-merglenc:y Communications, P-. F --*'* 

194001116 .. (KA's) 

ANS '".wW R B. 19 j1.1 OO) 

Shutdown immediately (0.5) , and maintain a safe shutd::oewn condition 

until the Commission authori::es resumption of operations 

CATE Y 1 C I X PE 1



DMINITRTIE PROCEDURESC IPage 64 

A N S.W.JA.. 0 (2. 0D0t); 

a. padlock (0.5) , Shift Supervisor (0.5) 

b. Ensure the door is closed behind then on entering (0..5) and to 
conduct a door check prior to leaving the area (U.5 

REFERENCE 
h :-**r- i * . - ,-. .  

UNE, Station Directives. ED 3.3.4, p. 2 

1940.K 03 .. (:A' ) 

!-NISW E'R ,,21 i2.00 

a. Shutdown Mar:Igin :i% delta K/K with highest rod witadrawn C0.5] 
Plus an additional allowanc:e for the withdrawn worth of the 

inoperable rod EO.53. (1.0:) 

.Candidate must answer with either of the below options.  

Reduce power to . 60% of allowable power or R:CP combination .witi-.  

one hour EO.53 and reduce NI overpower trip setpoint for flux and 
l ux /flow/ imbal ance to 65.5.% of thermal power val..e allowa:le f r 

RCP combinati.on within ne:xt four hours EO0.51 (1.0...  

r.  

if 1-1, 
1
441

4
.. j...4 4'I.  

P~osition the remaining rods in ut-e affected group such that the 

inoperable rod is maintained within 9 inches of the grao..p average 
EO.53 and the group position is within the limits a r:d position 

given in the rod position limit curves 0.51 (1.0) 

ONE Training L..esson Plans, p. 1 
LPSO Train:ing Db jectives,0P=-0C-SPS--APC--T47, 4:2 & *6 

AN W E'"R Z. 22 41. 0 )1 

ncore detectoris (v/ia corm:p.uter)



D N S T r a i n i n L e s s o P l a ns~c J , t -O - S -A C T 7 p .2 

Z]: 1.  

.ONE Technical Specif:icat io B£asis, 3.1.1.a, p. 3.

I ;io/nse/Rfrece~: delete f100rom exam.i 

REFERENCE 

Qusio/nse/Rfrec deleted fro exam.-



MHER. -ANF-NNI Page 66 

R*EI1NCE 

ONSIu S.tation DirectivYe 31. 1 (OP)-4, p. 7 

194 01 I0 -.(A's 

-4*4 END OFCAEOR
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ENCLOSURE 3 

DUIKE POWER GoMPANY 
PRODUGTION SUPPORT DEPARTMENT 

OGONEE TRAINING GENTER 
P.O. BOX 1436 

SENECA, S.c. 29679 

December 18, 1987 (803) 882-6150 

Mr. John Munro 
Operator Licensing 
Section Chief, Region II 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100 
Atlanta, GA 30323 

Attention: Mr. William Dean 
Chief Examiner 

SUBJECT: NRC WRITTEN EXAM REVIEW 

Please find attached the comments concerning the Written 
Examination given to the Oconee operators on December 14, 1987.  
These comments have been divided according to the type of test 
administered with cross references to redundant questions to assist 
the examiners grading the examinations.  

Most comments are of a technical nature and provide additional 
information useable as additional correct answers. References to 
the source(s) of this additional information have been provided.  

It was noted that the examiners made a genuine effort to use the 
training material provided by the Oconee Training Center and in 
a majority of cases referenced objectives used to train the Oconee 
operators. The review, however, did identify several questions on 
each exam which seemingly goes beyond what an operator should be 
held responsible. Enclosure 4.4 of OMP 2-1 provides guidance on 
"Procedural Items Which All Licensed Operators Shall Have Committed 
To Memory". A list of questions which we feel do not apply using 
the guidance of OMP 2-1 has been attached.  

A copy of each examination has been provided to the Duke Power 
Program Development Group for comments on exam construction and 
composition. The comments are intended to be constructive and to 
assist in improving the NRC's Exam Bank as it is developed. When 
received by the Oconee Training Center, the comments will be 
forwarded to you.  

0II



Vr. John Munro 
NRC Written Exam Review 
Page 2 

* If there are any questions concerning these comments, please 
contact Larry Hindman at the Oconee Training Center, 
(803) 882-6150, Ext. 2252.  

Sincerely, 

Mike S. Tuckman 
Station Manager 
Oconee Nuclear Station 

MST/MDT/src 

Attachments 

cc: T. Barr 
L. Hindman 
File



ATTACHMENT 1 

COMMENTS REGARDING THE REACTOR OPERATOR LICENSING EXAMINATION 

Category 1.0 Principles of Nuclear Power Plant Operation, 
Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer, and Fluid Flow 

1.18 a 
Another acceptable answer is "just critical". A just critical 
reactor will behave as a subcritical reactor with regards to changes in neutron population change and, therefore, startup rate.  Both a subcritical reactor and a just critical reactor would asymptotically approach zero. The answer key implies that a critical reactor would not be acceptable since the startup rate plot would have to asymptotically approach zero. The plot provided in question 1.18 asymptotically approaches zero and no time reference is made.  

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-RT-SM, page 21 

1.20 
The answer key incorrectly references the CST (Condensate Storage Tank) as the suction source for EFW. The normal suction source is the UST (Upper Surge Tank).  

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-SY-EF, page 14 

1.21 
Other acceptable answers would be a statement of the time dependence and power dependence/independence nature of these fission product poisons. The answer key addresses the fission yield and absorption cross sections but fails to address the decay schemes involved in the production/removal of these poisons which in turn affects the time and power characteristics of each poison 

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-RT-FPP, (page 24 is summary) 

1.23 
The "black" APSRs originally installed at Oconee used silver, indium, and cadmium in their poison section - not just silver as indicated on the answer key.  

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-THF-PD, page 12 

(nrcl287.com 3)



ATTACHMENT 1 

Category 2.0 Plant Design Including Safety and Emergency Systems 

2.03 b 
The terminology, "KVI's", caused confusion. When referring to KVIA, KVIB, KVIC, and KVID inverters, the term Vital (Bus) 
Inverters is used.  

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-EL-VPS 
OP/1&2-3/A/1107/04 

2.05 b&d 
Another acceptable combination of answers would be "(b) steam demand" with the turbine header pressure the "(d) same" as setpoint.  

OP-OC-TA-NT states the OTSGs may become high level limited. This is true for Units 2 and 3 because of the present operating levels in their OTSGs. Unit 1, however, has undergone a steam generator chemical cleaning process which has substantially reduced the operating OTSG levels. Unit 1 is now capable of undergoing the transient in question 2.05 without reaching the high level limit and producing the MWe error signal which modifies the turbine header pressure. Units 2 and 3 are scheduled to undergo the chemical cleaning process.  

Reference: NSM-2113 (brief description attached) 

2.08 
This question was very confusing for the candidates (and the proctors). Attempts at clarification led to further confusion as to what was being asked. Some candidates were led to believe "loss of normal AC power" meant the main transformer was unavailable with the startup transformer available (therefore RCPs would continue running) while others were unsure whether the motor driven emergency feedwater pumps had power.  

Realization that EFW pump run-out is a potential problem should be a sufficient answer for this question. (The answer key states a verbatim answer is not required.) Another possible answer would be OTSG overfill leading to carry-over and damage to the turbine driven emergency feedwater pump as a result of a loss of IA due to loss of AC power.  

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-SY-EF, page 68A 
OP-OC-TA-AT, page 22 

.13 
he purification demineralizer resin is saturated with Lithium to aid in pH control of the Reactor Coolant. Lithium-7 is preferred to Lithium-6 because of the difference in the amount of tritium 

(nrc1287.com 4)



ATTACHMENT 1 

production as stated in the answer key. (Boron is correct) 

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-CH-PC, pages 11 and 14-15 
OP-OC-CH-RC, page 8 

2.14 
The BWST will automatically be aligned to the HPI pump suction 
during ES actuation. It is during this condition that the concern 
for LDST hydrogen overpressure exist. A statement of "during ES 
actuation" is equivalent to addressing the "BWST gravity head".  

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-SY-HPI, page 19 

2.19 
The term "alternate source" misled both RO candidates. The 
question would be better worded using "alternate suction source".  
One candidate asked for and received clarification enabling him to 
answer the question according to the key. The other candidate was 
not made aware of this clarification and thus interpreted the 
question to imply that the "alternate source" was another unit's 
EFW. This interpretation is based on actions taken in 
EP/1-2-3/A/1800/01. With this interpretation he addressed the 6 
foot minimum UST level and maximum flow of 500 gpm/pump.  

Reference: EP/1-2-3/A/1800/01, Section 502 
OP/1-2-3/A/1106/06, Encl. 3.4 

2.21 
This answer is incorrect. While there is a line from the LPI 
system to provide pressurizer auxiliary spray, this line is not 
used because the LPI pumps cannot produce sufficient driving head 
to provide spray flow. Instead HPI auxiliary spray flow is 
provided from a bypass on the injection nozzle warming lines. (The 
lesson plan referenced by the answer key has been corrected.) 

Reference: OP/1-2-3/A/110)/10, Encl. 4.3 

Category 3.0 Instruments and Controls 

3.13 
The answer key for the Reactor Operator exam provides only valve 
numbers while the Senior Reactor Operator exam provides valve 
numbers and name/description of the valves. Either valve number or O name/description of the valves should be sufficient.  

(nrc1287.com 5)



ATTACHMENT 1 

NOTE: The name/description for MS-126 and MS-129 on the SRO 
exam are incorrect. They should read: 

MS-126, Main Steam to Aux. Steam Control 
MS-129, Main Steam to Aux. Steam Control 

Reference: OP/1-2-3/A/1106/06, Limit & Precautions 

3.14 
Additional acceptable answers could include MS-93 failing open (loss of IA with loss of AC power) and the available DC Auxiliary Oil pump. Although not specifically listed in OP-OC-SPS-SY-EF, 
these design features do provide for the AC power independence of the TDEFWP.  

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-SY-EF, page 55 

3.19 
The Core Saturation Margin Program has been changed. The answer key is correct for reactor power less than 2%. However, if reactor power is greater than 2% all available (47) operable incores are used. The revised method for calculating the margin is in the OP-OC-IC-RCI lesson contained in the update package dated 10-5-87.  

Reference: OP-OC-IC-RCI, page 37A (attached) 

3.22 
Clarification of this answer is necessary. During normal operation with the "A" HPI pump running, the "B" HPI pump control switch will be in AUTO. The "C" HPI pump control switch is a spring-return to neutral switch. In these positions simply taking the switch to the OFF position following ES reset will secure the associated pump.  If the "B" HPI pump control switch had been in the OFF position when ES was reset then it would be necessary to take the switch from the OFF position and back to OFF in order to secure the "B" HPI pump.  

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-SY-HPI, page 27 

3.24 
Rather than specify "3 of 4 nozzles" an acceptable alternative 
would be the ability to cross connect headers in order to achieve HPI flow in "both headers". This will accomplish the required flow through 3 of 4 nozzles when the break is assumed in the fourth nozzle.  

Reference: EP/1-2-3/A/1800/01, Section 505 
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Category 4.0 Procedures - Normal, Abnormal, Emergency and 
Radiological Control 

4.17 a 
This question is not specific enough to attain the desired (answer 
key) response. The term "Emergency Header" was misinterpreted.  
When addressing EFW flow through the Emergency Header some 
candidates assumed this to mean the Normal-Emergency Header rather 
than the Emergency-Emergency Header. The Normal-Emergency Header 
would be used if a failure of FDW-315/FDW-316 were to occur when 
EFW flow is required.  

If the "Emergency Header" is interpreted to be the 
Emergency-Emergency Header then anytime EFW is actuated the 
Emergency Header would be used (flow through FDW-315 and FDW-316).  
Therefore, an acceptable answer would be loss of MFPs or EFW 
actuation.  

Reference: OP/1-2-3/A/1106/06, Encl. 3.5 (step 2.2) 
OP-OC-SPS-SY-EF 

4.17 b 
.This question is not specific enough to attain the desired (answer 
key) response. Additional information is required to inform the 
candidates on plant conditions (i.e.) MFW available ? / 
EFW in auto ? / EFW in manual ?). Due to the confusion from 4.17a, recognizing 4.17b is a continuation of that question is not 
sufficient. Only after looking at the answer and reference on the 
key were the conditions clear.  

Because of the reasons given an additional answer would be 240 
inches on the XSUR. This level would be maintained if the EFW 
system is automatically controlling OTSG level with no RCPs. In 
addition to the conditions of question 4.17b, an operating level of 
50% would be used if MFW is available and automatically controlling 
level.  

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-SY-EF, page 32 
OP-OC-SPS-SY-FDW, page 15 

4.18 a 
An SRO licensed supervisor at Oconee is a redundant statement when 
referring to operations personnel. By definition, at Oconee all 
SRO licensed operators are considered to be supervisors. A 
statement that at least one of the operators must hold an SRO 
license should be sufficient to meet the supervisor requirement for .Operation procedures.  
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4.18 b 
The sequence change is actually documented by the SRO when 
approving the change. The procedure user's documentation will be 
accomplished by the use of sign-off steps with date and time (this 
would have been done regardless of sequence change). Just the 
action of the SRO needs to be addressed in this answer.  

Reference: Both answers 4.18a and 4.18b are verbatim answers 
from the references provided on the key. The 
clarification provided here involves an 
interpretation of these requirements and defines how 
these requirements are met in actual application at 
Oconee.  

4.19 
Additional answers to this question would be ~ 30% power, ~ 65% 
power, and ~ 90% power during power escalation.  

Reference: OP/1-2-3/A/1102/04, Encl. 3.3 
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ADDITIONAL REFRENCE QUESTION 2.05 

- 14 

NSM-2113 OTSG Chemical Cleaning 

Magnetite deposits (FE 3 04) have been circumstantially related 

to increasing pressure drop across the A and B steam generators 

The OTSG Chemical Cleaning System designed by NUS Corporation 

will be used to remove these deposits using the solvent 

recommended by the EPRI Steam Generator Owners group and 

developed/qualified by B&W. The Chemical Cleaning System is 

designed to mix and heat the cleaning solvent as well as the 

solutions for rinsing and passivating the steam generator. The 

system also injects and circulated the solutions and transfers 

them to temporary waste storage tanks.  

NSM-2162 Replace existing Lonegran Relief valves 1HP-302 and 1HP-71.  

This NSM replaces existing Lonegran Relief Valves (1HP-302 

and 1HP-71) with new bellow type relief valves. Reroute inlet 

and outlet piping and install new expansion joints on outlet 

side of each valve.  

NSM-2178 Replace all Bailey Meter Co. "WR" Recorders in the control rms.  

with newer design.  

The purpose of this modification is for the replacement of the 

Bailey-Meter Co. "WR" Recorders in the Unit 1 Control Room, due 

to the Bailey Recorders being obsolete and unavailability of 

replacement of "WR" recorders or parts.  

NSM-2320 Replace IRC-7.  

The purpose of this modification is to replace piston operated 

containment isolation valve IRC-7 with a smaller valve and 

operator qualified to isolate against full system differential 

pressure.



ADDITIONAL REFRENCE QUESTION 3.19 

OP-OC-IC-RCI 
DECEMBER 11, 1984 JMB/ 

1.7-//g PAGE 37A OF 49 

2. Calculations 

a. Average Core Temperature from Incore Thermocouples 

1) When Power is > 2%, the program takes the average of the 

operable Incores not being used by the SSF (47).  

a) If any of the forty-seven are > 50 F higher or lower 
than the average it will not be used in the 
calculation.  

b) If an Incore is in Scan Lockout or contains an 
inserted value it will not be used in the calculation.  

2) When power is < 2% for - 45 seconds, the program takes 
the average of the five highest operable qualified 
Incores.  

a) If any of the twenty-four environmentally qualified 
Incores are > 50 F higher or lower than the average of 
the twenty-four .it will not be used in the 
calculation.  

b) If any of the twenty-four are in Scan Lockout or 
contain an inserted value it will not be used in the 
calculation.  

3) Use of only the qualified Incores is not mandatory unless 
a hostile environment exists in the R.B.  

a) If power is > 2% it is assumed that a hostile 
environment does not exist.  

4) Use of the forty-seven Incores gives a more accurate 
Subcooling Margin indication and will not lead to 

tripping the RCP's unnecessarily following a "normal" 
reactor trip.



ATTACHMENT 2 

COMMENTS REGARDING THE SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR LICENSING 
EXAMINATION 

Category 5.0 Theory of Nuclear Power Plant Operation, Fluids, 
and Thermodynamics 

5.15 
The answer given for this question is incorrect. There is no 
correct choice. At 32% reactor power the primary system 
contributes 80% of the Oconee heat balance. The weighting factor 
is equal to .2 and the primary contribution is equal to (1-.2) or 
80%.  

Reference: Duke Power Thermodynamics of Nuclear Power Plants, 
Chapter 3, page 188 

5.17 
An additional correct answer would be the lower temperature water 
from the UST or sprayed directly on OTSG tubes. Depending on how 
"not preheated" is interpreted.  

Reference: RO question 1.20 answer and comment 

5.24 
Another acceptable answer would address the change in the 
coefficient as fuel temperature changes. Over core life the 
centerline fuel temp decreases due to pellet swell and clad creep 
causing the gap between the pellet and clad to decrease thereby 
increasing the heat transfer coefficient. This has the effect of 
increasing the magnitude (FTC becomes more negative) of the Fuel 
Temperature Coefficient.  

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-RT-RC, pages 10-12 
Fundamentals of Nuclear Reactor Engineering, page 149 

Category 6.0 Plant Systems Design, Control and Instrumentation 

6.05 b&d 
Refer to R.O. Licensing Exam 2.05 b&d 

6.07 
This question did not specify whether the ACTUAL actuation setpoint 
or the TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION actuation setpoint was desired.  
Since no specification was made some candidates gave the T.S.  
actuation setpoints. The answer key only references the actual 
setpoints. Other acceptable answers would include the T.S.  
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actuation setpoints of: 

a. 2 1500 psig RCS, 4 psig RB 
b. 2 500 psig RCS, 4 psig RB 
c. 4 psig RB 
d. : 30 psig RB 

Reference: ONS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 3.5.3 

6.12 
This question caused confusion for the candidates. Clarification 
provided still left confusion on what was expected for an answer.  
The question seems to ask for the design features and purposes of 
the RBC system rather than the ductwork of the system. Other 
correct answers to this question could include the heat removal 
capability of the RBCUs, RBCU fan starts/speed shifts on ES 
actuation, and LPSW flow through the RBCUs during ES.  

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-SY-RBC, pages 10 and 19 

6.13 
Refer to R.O. Licensing Exam 3.13 
(MS-126 and MS-129 have incorrect name/description) 

6.18 
Refer to R.O. Licensing Exam 3.24 

6.20 a 
Rotating the switch from the "OPERATE" position will cause the 
associated analog channel to trip because the switch must pass 
through the "TEST OPERATE" position when rotated.  

6.20 b 
The "Output State" toggle switch may also be referred to as the 
"Reset" toggle switch.  

6.21 a 
The answer key specifies only the "A" MDEFWP. The answer should be 
auto start of "any" MDEFWP ("A" and/or "B" MDEFWP) since the 
question is worded "FDW-315/316".  

Reference: OP-OC-SPS-SY-EF, page 26 (D.2.a & b) 
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Category 7.0 Procedures - Normal, Abnormal, Emergency and 
Radiological Control 

7.08 
An additional answer could involve the test or maintenance 
allowance for one of the two required RBC trains when the reactor 
core is subcritical with RCS pressure 350 psig or RCS temperature 
2 250 0F.  

Reference: ONS Technical Specification 3.3.5 b(2) 

7.16 
The answer key only list interlocks. Since the questions asked for 
"requirements", additional correct answers could involve 
administrative limits. Prior to disengagement the hoist tape 
readings must be within an acceptable band and a stable count rate 
must be verified.  

Also the interlocks on the Unit 3 Multifunction Mast are different 
from those on the answer key.  

1. No dillion requirement of < 1200 pounds 
2. Low load light on (800 pounds) 
3. Air pressure available (pneumatic system) 
4. Uses hooked fingers (no licking pins) 

Reference: OP/1-2-3/A/1502/07, Limits and Precautions 2.19 and 
2.21 

OP-OC-SPS-FH-FHB, pages 34 and 38 (part 17) 
drwg OC-FH-FHB-02B 

7.19 
Refer to R.O. Licensing Exam 4.17 

7.20 a 
The Reactor Trip Recovery procedure provided with the examination 
did not have the step referenced on the answer key. Apparently an 
outdated copy of the procedure was used for the attachment. The 
answer key references a more recent, updated, procedure. The 
"Where" portion of this question should be deleted.  

Reference: OP/2/A/1102/02, dated 5-16-86 (attached to exam) 
OP/2/A/1102/02, dated 4-13-87 (referenced on key) 
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Category 8.0 Administrative Procedures, Conditions, and 
Limitations 

8.07 
Choices a and c are correct. The work group is allowed to place 
supplemental tags on station equipment that has a two part 
serialized red tag attached. They May not place a supplemental tag 
if a two part serialized tag is not attached.  

Reference: Station Directive 3.1.1, page 3 (4.6.1 & 4.6.3) 

8.11 
This question did not specify Duke Admin. limits or 10CFR20 limits.  
The answer key references only the Duke Admin. limits. Additional 
acceptable answers would be a) 3000 mREM and b) 12000 mREM (QTR 
limit x 4 QTRs) if the 10CFR20 limits are used and it is assumed 
that 5(N-18) limit will not be exceeded.  

Reference: 10CFR20 (in Health Physics Manual) 
DPC Health Physics Manual, page 10 

8.13 b 
The answer key references only the county the school is in. The 
name of the school is Keowee School (in Oconee County) and Daniel 
High School (in Pickens County).  

Reference: ONS Implementing Procedure, RP/0/B/1000/10, Encl. 42 

8.15 a&b 
The answer key is incorrect. The time and rate given have been 
deleted from the OMP. The current OMP requires only that the LCO 
be evaluated and that the unit meet the required time 
frames/conditions addressed in the LCO. The revised OMP 1-4 was 
sent in the update package dated 10-5-87.  

Reference: ONS Operations Manual OMP 1-4, page 2 (attached) 

8.16 a&b 
Refer to R. 0. Licensing Exam 4.18 a&b 

8.18 and 8.19 reference the ONS Emergency Plan. The Emergency Plan 
is a theory based/big picture approach to handling an emergency 
situation. In order to implement the Emergency Plan, Implementing 
Procedures were developed. These procedures provide the specific 
actions required to carry out the Emergency Plan. The Implementing 
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Procedures that affect operations can be found in the RP/O/B/1000 
series. A more appropriate answer/reference can be found in the 
Implementing Procedures.  

8.18 b 
This question was confusing for the SRO candidates. Any time the 
criteria for escalation or deescalation is met, the emergency 
status will be revised. During the time frame it requires to 
establish the Crisis Management Center, the shift supervisor (SRO) 
will be relieved by the station manager as Emergency Coordinator.  
The SRO, acting as the Emergency Coordinator, will not deal with 
the Crisis Management Center.  

Reference: ONS Implementing Procedures, Vol. C 
RP/O/B/1000/3, page 2 and Encl. 4.1 
RP/O/B/1000/4, page 3 and Encl. 4.1 
RP/O/B/1000/5, page 3 and Encl. 4.1 

8.19 
Additional answers should include state/county and NRC 
notifications.  

The Emergency Response Organization on-site is established by 
initiating a Site assembly and making the necessary PA 
announcements. However, off-site agencies must also be alerted to 
complete the Emergency Response Organization. State/county 
agencies must be notified within 15 minutes of classification and 
the NRC must notified within one hour of classification.  

Reference: ONS Implementing Procedures, Vol. C 
RP/O/B/1000/02, page 1 
RP/O/B/1000/03, page 2 
RP/O/B/1000/04, page 1&2 
RP/O/B/1000/05, pages 1&2 

8.21 b 
This question can be interpreted to be asking for an.individual's 
responsibility with respect to dose control/ALARA. With this 
interpretation additional acceptable answers would include 
minimizing dose by minimizing time of exposure, decreasing dose 
rate by use of shielding or low dose zones, referring to applicable 
RWP/SRWP, notifying HP prior to entry for HP support and other 
methods to achieve ALARA.  

Reference: DPC Health Physics Manual, pages 18, 19 & 20 
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8.25 O The bases given on the answer key is incorrect. Technical 
Specification 3.6.3.b.2 does not allow operation of the Reactor 
Building Purge. This portion of T.S.3.6 allows one of two 
isolation valves on each penetration to be opened for test or 
maintenance when the reactor is at or below hot shutdown with RCS 
temperature > 250aF and RCS pressure > 350 psig. The redundant 
isolation valve must be closed.  

The correct answer should address the operating margin provided 
above the NPSH for RCP operation while operating the purge.  

Reference: ONS Technical Specification 3.6, page 3.6-3 
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ADDITIONAL REFRENCE QUESTION 8.15 

Reviewed by 

Approved by 

Date .5_ __' _ ___ 

Revision # 1 

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION 

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE 1-4 

ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN THE CASE OF EXCEEDING LIMITS 

1.0 Purpose 

The purpose of this OMP is to: 

1) Describe the actions to be taken whenever limits are exceeded.  

2.0 References 

Technical Specifications 

* 3.0 Responsibilities 

3.1 If any of the following incidents occur, the reactor shall be shutdown 

immediately and maintained in a safe shutdown condition until otherwise 

authorized by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The Superintendent of 

Operations and the Station Manager shall be notified immediately.  

A. A safety limit, as defined in Section 2 of Technical 

Specifications, is exceeded.  

B. Unplanned post-trip recriticality occurs.  

C. Post trip pressure response results in E.S. actuation or RCS 

PORV/code safety valve opening.  

D. An RCS temperature transient results in exceeding PTS limits 

or a loss of subcooled margin.  

E. Pressurizer level goes off-scale low with a loss of subcooling 

margin or; pressurizer level goes off-scale high resulting in 
RCS PORV/code safety valve opening.  

F. OTSG pressure exceeds 1155 psig (ASME Code limit).



OMP 1-4 Page 2 of 2 

3.2 Where a Limiting Safety System Setting, as defined in Section 2.3 of 
the Technical Specifications, is reached or exceeded, the reactor 
will be placed in a safe shutdown condition and maintained shutdown 
until otherwise authorized by the Station Manager. The Superintendent 
of Operations and the Station Manager shall be notified immediately.  

3.3 Where a Limiting Condition for Operation (as defined in Section 3 of 
Technical Specifications) requires a unit shutdown and/or cooldown, 
the rate of shutdown and/or cooldown is to be determined by Operations 
such that the required condition is achieved in a controlled manner 
within the time specified.  

Under the LCO action statements in Section 3 of Technical Specifications, 
it is permissible to maintain the plant in a steady-state mode (power 
level, RCS press/temp, etc.) in anticipation of resolving the item(s) 
that placed the unit under the LCO. In these cases, the plant conditions 
specified by the LCO action statement must be achieved in a controlled 
manner within the maximum time allowable under the restrictions of the 
LCO.  

EXAMPLE: If the action statement of an LCO states that the reactor must 
be at hot shutdown in 12 hours, but it is anticipated that 
repairs will be completed within 4 hours which will satisfy 
the LCO, then the unit may remain at its present power level 
in anticipation of the successful repairs. The unit should 
maintain steady-state conditions during the 4 hour hold 
period. If at anytime it is discovered that the repairs 
cannot be accomplished well enough within the 12 hour 
time frame to ensure a controlled shutdown, the unit shall 
immediately be shutdown in order to satisfy the time limit 
of the action statement.



ATTACHMENT 3 

The Reactor Operator and Senior Reactor Operator Written Licensing 
Examinations were reviewed on the basis of applicability to a 
licensed operator's ability to perform his duties. The review 
considered only the intent of each question and did not address the 
technical accuracy of the questions (technical accuracy has been 

previously addressed). The results of this review are as follows.  

Strongly Oriented to Operator 
1.03/5.11 2.06 4.11/7.09 7.02 
1.04 2.07 4.12/7.15 7.12 
1.05 2.16 4.22/7.22 8.04 
1.10/5.12 2.23 4.23/7.11 8.05 
1.11 3.09/6.03 7.01 8.15 

Operator Oriented 
1.02 2.04 3.07 4.14 6.14 8.09 
1.06 2.05/6.05 3.12(1) 4.15 6.15 8.10 
1.07/5.03 2.09 3.13/6.13 4.17/7.19 6.20 8.11 
1.08/5.05 2.10 3.16 4.21 6.21 8.13 
1.09/5.06 2.11 3.18 5.04 7.07 8.14 
1.18 2.12 3.22 5.13 7.08(1) 8.19 
1.21 2.14 3.25/6.19 5.19 8.01 8.20 
1.22 2.19(1) 4.01- 5.20 8.02 8.22(2) 
1.24/5.25 2.20 4.02 5.21 8.07 8.23 

1.13/5.07 2.21 4.03/7.03 6.02 8.08 
1.20/5.17 3.06 4.06 6.06 

4.13 6.07 
6.08 

(1) If reworded 
(2) If given T.S.  

Applies but does not test ability 
1.12/5.08 2.13 3.21 4.20 7.14 8.24 
1.14/5.09 2.17 3.24/6.18 5.01 7.16 8.25 
1.15/5.10 3.01 4.04 5.14 7.18 
1.16/5.18 3.03 4.05 5.15 7.20 
1.17 3.04 4.08/8.12 5.16 7.21 
1.19/5.02 3.08 4.09/7.10 5.23 8.03 
1.23/5.22 3.10 4.10 5.24 8.06 
2.01/6.01 3.14 4.16/7.17 7.04 8.12 

3.15 4.18/8.16 7.05 8.17 
3.17/6.11 4.19 7.06 
3.20/6.09 7.13 
3.05/6.04 
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Not Operator Oriented 
1.01 3.02 6.12 
2.02 3.11/6.10 8.18(1) 
2.03 3.19 
2.08 3.23/6.17 
2.18 4.07(1) 
2.22 

(1) b part only 

Beyond scope of OMP-2-1 
2.01 3.23/6.17 8.22 
4.04 7.13 8.24 
5.01 7.14 8.25 
7.05 7.18 
7.06 8.03 
6.12 8.06 
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